A Christmas Carol
Project Idea List

The following are project ideas for A Christmas Carol. You may do any combination of the following
projects. You may need to do some research online to find out what some of these projects are (eulogy
and resume). You must do a minimum of 100 points. Just because you turn in a project does not mean
that you will receive all of the points for that project. They must be done properly to receive ALL
available points. The more projects you do, the more points you can receive. To ensure that you receive
the maximum amount of points, it would be a good idea to do extra projects. That way, if you lose points
for any reason, you can gain them back in another project. You may earn a maximum of 150 points.

70 point projects
• Create a scrapbook for one of your characters; include poems, artwork, awards,
newspaper articles, pictures, etc. (10 pages minimum.)
• Create an illustrated children’s version of the play. (That means short text and large
pictures for each page. It must cover the entire story.)
• Create a “quilt” out of paper depicting 12-16 scenes. Use 1 scene for each panel. Write a
caption that explains each scene—don’t forget borders etc. (or string together like a
clothesline.)
20 point projects
• Write a newspaper article over a major incident from the novel, following proper
newspaper format. (It must be written like you are there during the story, and you are
REPORTING on an event.)
• Write a resume for a character.
• Create a diary for one of the minor characters in the novel. (5 entries minimum, each at
least ½ a page long.)
• Write a poem pertaining to the novel (15 lines minimum).
• Draw or create a 3-D map of important places – explain importance of each place.
• Create a model of something from the novel. (The street scene, Scrooge’s house, etc.)
10 point project
• Write a eulogy for Scrooge from either before or after he changed during the novel.

